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“Fast and accurate estimating”

Fast and accurate estimating is a commercial differentiator
Insights into the benefits of using powerful estimating software

Interviewee:
Steven Kratsis, Vice President, Engineering and Construction, EURA, AspenTech
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Question:
What are the important factors to producing successful cost estimate?

Answer:
Speed, accuracy and agility are vital attributes to succeed in a highly competitive engineering and
construction market. Many E&C companies need to reduce project risk and achieve good alignment
with owner-operators to ensure effective management of the client’s capital. When change occurs,
being able to respond quickly is vital to keep projects on schedule and ensure that the scope of the
project is fully estimated. Using traditional, non-scalable tools can lead to inaccuracies and result in
costly over-spends. Estimating is a vital function within an engineering company and can make the
difference to a project win. It also creates value for a project through understanding scope changes,
managing cost, which trickles through to the bottom line profitability.

Reducing costs and giving better estimating answers adds value to the E&C and it also gives
confidence to the owner-operator that they are working with a trusted partner. Estimators today need
to be equipped with powerful, robust economic evaluation software tools to win contracts.

Model-based estimating provides organisations with the ability to increase estimate accuracy,
consistency and productivity. The engineering know-how, methods, and automation contained within
the software system contribute to these productivity gains and achieves a more effective workflow.
E&C companies can achieve speed, efficiency and quality on the bidding and proposal side, as well
as control and manage costs throughout project execution.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
How can specialist cutting-edge technology help E&C estimators in today’s market?
Successful E&Cs use AspenTech’s Aspen Capital Cost Estimator (ACCE) for a wide variety of
estimates beginning with process studies. The intelligent tool is used to come up with the best
approach to creating the FEED package and explore the different economic possibilities, methods of
developing the project and even processes to ensure the most effective cost estimate achievable.

Aspen Economic Evaluation tools can also be used when bidding for a project on a fixed cost basis.
Some companies traditionally use Excel tools to create estates or ‘factored’ estimates, simply as a
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method to deduce costs. The factor could be for equipment costs or an amount for a facility. However,
with ACCE, estimators can take the same piece of equipment, load the data into the ACCE software
system and have a design base that is scope driven, providing a quantity-based estimate that can be
easily reviewed, substantiated and give clients a better understanding of what is included in the
estimate. At that juncture, the software allows the estimator to make changes that could not
traditionally be made using Excel (i.e. a simple example would be to extend the length of a pipe rack).
With a factored estimate, the detail remains hidden and change requires much recalculation and
recounting. In contrast, ACCE provides clear visibility and allows the estimator to change the pipe
rack length and correspondingly and automatically provision for the extra quantity of steel, concrete
foundation, lighting, fire proofing, etc. These studies can be shared with clients transparently to
convey detailed information that gains client assurance that the final layout meets the desired
requirement.

Starting with the conceptual estimate, the class 3 estimate is built into the ACCE software. This is to
achieve a quantity-based scope driven type of estimate. Therefore, the estimator does not need to
start over with the class two phase, but rather build on the class three estimate, because all of the
equipment is already loaded into ACCE during the conceptual phase. This makes it easy to conduct
any changes going into the class two phase, which will be much more efficient with resources by
doing more with less people and in less time. Also, this methodology provides all the reports needed
to explain to the client where the costs came from and builds confidence in the accuracy of the
estimate.
Newly introduce functionalities (in ACCE’s 2014 version), like external pricing, allow estimators to go
out to the market for equipment pricing (i.e. piping) and use that project-specific data to supplement
the software’s initial model. Estimators do not have to be constrained by what is in the ACCE tool, but
can introduce quoted equipment costs sourced in different parts of the world, relevant to the region
when the project is based, and easily reflect this in their models as the estimate gets more detailed.
The tool is also increasingly graphical in the display of data to make the information user-friendly to
management.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How can robust economic evaluation software help E&Cs overcome risk?
The main issue with project risk rests with achieving consistent estimates. ACCE delivers a common
framework and consistent methodology that eliminate risk by providing both greater accuracy and
consistency. For example, the piping is installed the same way when the ACCE system is developing
an area like miscellaneous pipe support. This could have been an area overlooked due to its small
cost base, but it is part of the scope. In a risk assessment, without ACCE, estimators would add a
contingency factor to cover the unknowns for this type of area. ACCE eliminates this sort of
contingency practice by including specific scope and money accurately that covers this cost. This type
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of example is repeated over and over again, on every account from small amounts of scope that
accumulate to larger collective values. ACCE removes the need for ambiguous contingencies that
lack detail and transparency.

ACCE is also a communications platform. It links design engineering input by answering questions
about designs (i.e. soil types, soil loading, etc.) that typically an estimator would not ask. This helps to
reduce risk on the estimate because ACCE generates quantities that the engineers are also creating
and this means there is a comparison with which to develop the estimates. Through the process, if
they are consistent, it eliminates some of the uncertainties that can occur on quantities and means
there is less chance to miss any quantities with independent sources driving the project.

ACCE provides many other benefits, including material costs and it compares vendor costs with those
embedded in the ACCE software. If they are consistent, it reduces the amount of risk to an estimate.
ACCE also generates the labour hours for all those quantities. By reaching out to contractors,
estimators can compare the costs with those embedded with ACCE software.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How can intelligent economic evaluation software help less experienced estimators?
Using ACCE, estimators know they do not have to perform every discipline function in detail (i.e.
during the conceptual estimate the software tool relieves the estimator of many tedious hours of
copying and reviewing detail, such as equipment costs, just to come up with a good and consistent
answer appropriate to the extent of engineering that has been completed ). During a later, project
estimate (i.e. class 3 or class 2 conceptual or detailed estimates), the estimator still works with limited
inputs and requirements from engineering disciplines because of the consistent modelling approach.
For example, a pump foundation does not have to be designed every time, because ACCE will do it
the same way every time and engineers can be confident that the software tool for that level of an
estimate will have the right the information (i.e. concrete, steel, etc.).

New estimators can use ACCE software tool as it provides a complete picture from the process
engineers use of equipment, sizes, temperatures, pressures through to installation requirement, types
of construction and execution through to home office engineering and the respective cost splits; it will
be reasonable, it is based on engineering models, and it will actually teach the estimator

Essentially, all the information is available in one place. Therefore, a less experienced estimator can
learn a piece of the project quickly and can move on through the stages to build knowledge of the full
project itself. By seeing every aspect of a project, new estimators do not need to learn new
spreadsheets or databases, ACCE provides them with the information and knowledge to perform their
estimating job. ACCE changes the focus from creating a formula in an Excel spreadsheet to thinking
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about the scope required to put a vessel in place, the type of foundation, the need for piles or piping
and this allows the estimator to focus on the full project scope.

Having access to the aspenONE Engineering suite allows estimators to engage with process
engineers. This allows the ability to pour more information into the estimating tools, saving time and
makes the process of estimating far more efficient. This interaction also helps with decision-making
and places the emphasis on the process engineer to make key decisions (i.e. pump or API 16 pump
to be included in the estimate). This avoids generic data like just ‘pump’ and avoids less experienced
estimators choosing the wrong type of equipment. Integration between the process simulation tools
and the estimating tools bring enormous benefits to efficiency and accuracy, as well as greater
understanding between the disciplines of estimating and process engineering to work together more
effectively
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Describe what owner-operators want from E&Cs today
Owner-operators want better and faster answers and for E&Cs to be versatile where the project can
be changed at any time. With specialist economic evaluation software, the E&C estimator can give
clients an accurate a number, say within a week, where previously with traditional spreadsheets the
same size project would take up to a whole month.

To meet challenges today, E&Cs are using ACCE to identify where projects are repeating and
building repeatable template models around them. This could be to take a finished project with actual
data and build information into the ACCE estimate. The tool already captures all the scope, material
pricing and labour used on a project, so the E&C estimator can start a project for an owner-operator
client saving time by using the model they already have. When the E&C conducts multiple projects,
they have models of various locations in the world, configurations and arrangements that can be reused and adapted to create new bespoke estimates in a fast and accurate way. This avoids the
burden of having to produce the estimate from the beginning. As a result, the clients benefit from the
investment that the E&C has placed into these models to help them gain faster and better answers to
their construction needs. Ultimately, this helps the E&C achieve a commercial edge over their
competitors.

~ END ~
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